
Amazon PPC Dayparting- Overview and Recommendations

Description

Timing is crucial in advertising; finding the best keywords and refining your ad campaigns takes a lot of
time and effort. 

But you still aren’t seeing the conversion rates you’d like, no matter how hard you try; when it comes to
increasing your influence on Amazon, there’s one game-changing approach you should be aware of:
Amazon Dayparting. Consider personalizing your ad campaigns to reach your target demographic at
the optimal time, ensuring that every dollar spent is effective. Dayparting allows you to deliberately
alter your bids, budgets, and ad placements to coincide with peak purchasing hours, unleashing
unprecedented performance on the world’s largest online marketplace. It’s not just about what you say;
it’s about saying it at the right time to catch attention, generate engagement, and, ultimately, increase
your bottom line. 

Welcome to the power of Amazon Dayparting. This blog will discuss Amazon Dayparting and
demonstrate how it can seamlessly integrate into your brand advertising strategy.

What is Amazon Dayparting? 

Amazon Dayparting involves fine-tuning your advertising campaigns based on the time of day or day of
the week.



It’s like adjusting the sails of your ship to catch the perfect wind—except, in this case, it’s catching the
attention of your ideal customers during their prime online shopping hours.

Why Does Amazon Dayparting Matter?

Amazon Dayparting entails raising bids, adjusting budgets, or changing ad placement at times of
strong user engagement and conversions and lowering them during times of poor engagement and
conversions. Ads may be more precisely targeted at times when potential buyers are most active with
the help of Dayparting on Amazon. This allows marketers to optimise their campaigns for maximum
visibility, interaction, and ROI.

Here’s how dayparting benefits advertisers:

Increased Click-Through Rates (CTR): By targeting people who are actively searching or surfing the
internet, dayparting enhances the likelihood of your ad being clicked. 

Enhanced Conversions: Displaying advertising at appropriate times can dramatically increase the
likelihood of conversions. For example, a local restaurant may see an increase in ad conversions if
their ads are placed during lunch or supper hours.

Budget Allocation: Dayparting helps you to allocate your money to the periods with the best possible
return on ad spend (ROAS). You can assign a higher budget to times that have historically produced
more conversions and minimise expenditure during times of poor interaction.

Now that you’ve grasped the core concept, let’s delve into some advanced dayparting techniques that
can elevate your campaigns:

Seasonal Adjustments: People’s shopping habits shift throughout the year. Consider increasing bids
for swimwear in the summer months or kitchen gadgets around holidays.

Special Events & Promotions: Dayparting allows you to strategically boost bids during times of
heightened interest, like Black Friday or Prime Day.

Competitor Bidding Wars: If you notice competitors upping their bids during specific time slots, you can
strategically counter-bid to maintain ad visibility.

Amazon Dayparting with Artificial Intelligence (AI)

Dayparting driven by AI: Targeting the Right Audience, Every 
Time



While dayparting offers a strategic advantage, its effectiveness skyrockets when combined with
Artificial Intelligence (AI). Here’s how AI takes dayparting to the next level:

Unveiling Hidden Patterns:  AI algorithms go beyond basic historical data. They analyze a
multitude of data points, including demographics, weather patterns, social media trends, and
even search queries. This allows them to uncover hidden patterns and user behaviors that
traditional methods might miss.
Real-Time Optimization:  AI doesn’t just analyze past data; it thrives on real-time insights. It can
monitor campaign performance constantly, identifying spikes in engagement and conversions 
like the surge in weekend afternoon fitness equipment sales you mentioned. This allows for
immediate adjustments to the dayparting schedule, capitalizing on these emerging trends.
Dynamic Adaptations:  AI isn’t static. It can factor in external influences  like seasonal changes,
holidays, and even unexpected events that might disrupt consumer behavior.  For example,
during a heatwave, AI might recommend showing ads for air conditioners during the hottest part
of the day. This ensures your dayparting strategy remains dynamic and adaptable, maximizing its
effectiveness throughout the year.
Predictive Capabilities:  Advanced AI can even use predictive modeling to anticipate future
trends. This allows for proactive adjustments to the dayparting strategy, reaching your target
audience before they even actively search for your product or service.
A/B Testing at Scale:  AI can automate A/B testing of different dayparting strategies across
various audience segments. This enables advertisers to identify the most optimal scheduling for
each campaign, maximizing click-through rates, conversions, and overall return on ad spend
(ROAS).



Why B2B Sellers Should Leverage AI-Powered Dayparting on 
Amazon

In today’s competitive B2B landscape on Amazon, optimizing advertising spend is crucial.  AI-powered 
dayparting offers a strategic advantage by ensuring your ads reach the right decision-makers at the 
most opportune times. Here’s why B2B sellers should embrace this approach:

Enhanced Targeting Precision: Traditional methods often rely on broad audience
demographics, leading to ad fatigue and wasted resources.  AI analyzes vast datasets, including 
purchasing behavior, industry trends, and competitor activity. This allows for laser-focused 
targeting during peak business hours when B2B professionals are actively researching and
making purchasing decisions.
Maximized Budget Efficiency:  Running ads 24/7 can be financially draining, especially in B2B
markets. AI identifies optimal scheduling based on historical data and real-time performance
. This enables sellers to concentrate ad spend during high-engagement periods, reducing
wasted impressions and maximizing return on investment (ROI).
Data-Driven Conversion Optimization:  AI goes beyond scheduling. It analyzes conversion
patterns to understand when B2B buyers are most receptive to specific messaging. This
allows for dynamic ad adjustments tailored to the buying cycle stage (e.g., showcasing
product demos during initial research phases and highlighting ROI data closer to the decision-
making point).
Proactive Trend Identification:  AI’s predictive modeling capabilities can anticipate buying
behavior shifts based on industry trends, economic factors, and even competitor strategies.  This
enables sellers to proactively adjust dayparting to capitalize on emerging opportunities and
stay ahead of the curve.
A/B Testing at Scale:  AI automates rigorous A/B testing of various dayparting strategies
across different audience segments. This facilitates the identification of the most effective 
scheduling for each B2B campaign, leading to optimized click-through rates and increased 
qualified leads.

By embracing AI-powered dayparting, B2B sellers on Amazon can significantly enhance their 
advertising effectiveness. This strategic approach ensures they reach the right audience at the right
time, driving higher conversions, maximizing ROI, and achieving a competitive edge in the B2B
marketplace.AI-powered dayparting extends beyond the Amazon marketplace.  It empowers
advertisers in various industries to:

Personalize the Experience:  AI can personalize the ad experience by tailoring dayparting not
just to broad demographics but also to individual user preferences and browsing behaviors.
Optimize Across Channels:  AI can manage dayparting strategies seamlessly across multiple
advertising channels, ensuring consistent messaging and audience reach throughout the
customer journey.



By leveraging AI, advertisers can move beyond basic time-based scheduling and achieve a
sophisticated, data-driven approach to dayparting. This ensures they reach the right audience at the
most opportune moments, significantly increasing the effectiveness of their advertising efforts.

Dayparting: Targeting the Right Time, But Not Without 
Challenges

Mismanaged/Over utilized Budget – Focusing solely on peak shopping hours can lead to higher
costs per click.  Imagine bidding against numerous competitors during these prime times. This can
quickly drain your budget and potentially counteract your goal of reducing cost per click (CPC).

Missing out on Valuable audiences – Because not everyone shops at the same time, you are
missing out on valuable audiences. You can target peak periods with dayparting, but it may not work
for clients with diverse buying habits. Think about a person who works late and enjoys going online
after hours. This significant client segment might be missed if dayparting is limited to the day.

How Paxcom Can Help You?

Strategic Bid Adjustments: Our Amazon PPC experts will analyze your historical data and competitor
landscape. We’ll then create a customized dayparting strategy with optimal bids for each time slot,
ensuring you get the most bang for your buck.

Performance Monitoring & Optimization: We don’t set it and forget it. Our team will constantly
monitor campaign performance and fine-tune bids as needed. This ensures you’re maximizing your ad
spend and staying ahead of the curve.

Data-Driven Reporting & Insights: We go beyond just numbers. We’ll provide clear reports with
actionable insights into customer behavior. This knowledge empowers you to refine your overall
advertising strategy and optimize your product listings for better organic ranking.

Concluding Thoughts

Finally, if you want to get the most of your advertising budget, it’s a good idea to create a dayparting ad
strategy that corresponds with your campaign’s real-time hourly performance. To maximize return on
investment (ROI) and make sure your marketing reaches the right people at the appropriate time, you
need to carefully monitor and adjust to your target customers’ daily behaviors.

Amazon dayparting is not only an effective technique to acquire access to the Amazon platform’s data
and insights, but it is also a critical ability to master in the fastest-growing e-commerce market.

Paxcom’s Experienced professionals can assist you in growing your revenue by leveraging their
expertise.

Connect with us for more information at info@paxcom.net


